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THEATRE REVIVES
"ANDROCLES" FOR. •
EMERGENCY FUND

IStudents Mobilize
To Raise $30,000

COUNTY MASONS HELP BARD

=========================~

Ward Manor Tea For
Bard Emergency Fund

Will Troupe Shaw Satire To
Heckscher Theatre
In New York
postponing temporarily its plans
for the production of Kenneth
White's "Airman," the Bard Theatre
has turned back to two of its popu- ,
lar successes of earlier in the season,
dusted off the scenery patched up
the costumes, polished
the lines,
and is prepared to stage revival performances, on short notice, for the
benefit of the Bard College Emergency Fund. The two plays are
Arthur Schnitzler's "The Farewell
Supper," and G e 0 r g e Bernard
Dutchess County Masons instrumental in the Bard Benefit Dance last
Shaw's "Androcles and the Lion." Friday night, from left to right: Edward P. Redder, Dr. Harold Phalen,
The evening's program is complete of Bard, Stuart Anderson, Paul Fromer and H. E. Saulpaugh.
with Robert and Gabor Aufricht
presenting twenty minutes of classical and jazz arrangements at the
piano.
Already, one such program has
been successfully presented at the
theatre of the Bennett School, Milbrook, netting the fund approximately $75.00. It was during this
visit that the Theatre really "crashed
through." One of the stage hands
accidentally put his foot through the
·celotex ceiling of the Bennett TheaTwenty-five Masonic lodges of Columbia and Dutchess Counties and
tre stage; a happy accident which the Exchange Club of neighboring Red Hook cooperated in the sponsornetted the fund an unexpected con- ship of a benefit "open-house" at Bard last Friday night in the drive
tribution in the form of a collection to raise the college's much-needed $30,000. Approximately three hundred
taken up by the junior girls of the residents of the two counties attended the dance and card party held in
school to pay for the damage. The the Bard Memroial Gymnasium and the social rooms in Albee Hall.
amount far exceeded the cost of reDr. Harold R. Phalen, Professor and Fellow in MathematICs, and
pairs.
Assistant Grand Lecturer of the local Masonic district, was general chairAt the moment, more ambitious man of the benefit. He was assisted throughout the county by officials
plans are afoot to present the pro- in the Red Hook and other neighboring lodges. More than a thousand
gram ~t the Heckscher Theatre in tickets were distributed by friends of the college throughout this locality.
In charge of student activities~ - ----- -.-----New. Xork on Friday evening, March
4th. ' Reports on the advance sale of was Richard Elting, III, who has as i
tickets indicated that a capacity au- .lssistants Henry Kritzler, John
dience may be expected. In this 3chultz and Donald Barrow who
event, the Theatre's contribution to were i~ charge of traffic managethe fund, for this performance, may: ment, communication, and tours of
easily exceed $1,000.00.
the college respectively. Serious
It is hoped that one more perform- traffic problems were solved by the
ance may be booked for the theatre utilization of the services of over
troup at the Experimental Theatre twenty traffic directors and parking !
of Vassar, during the second week drivers, and of strategically placed I
in r.J.arch. I~ has been only through signs d~recting all autom?biles in a I On March 10, the Forum is planthe cooperatIOn of members of t~e single lme to the gymn~slUm, where ning to hold an informal discussion
V~ssar the~tre, who play the fellll- they were marked Wlt~ nUI~bers with Columbia University on the virnme roles m both of the plays, that and parked by students m assIgned tues of progressive education. The
these benefit performances for the places.
debate will be presented before an
fund are pOSSIble.
A system of camp~s t~l~phones I estimated audience of six hundred
Although the primary purpose of and a loudspeake~ sI~pllfled the people from the Middletown Univerthe road engagements is to raise method of commumcatmg from one I sity Club. Jacob Cremer and George
money, they have an added value part of t~e campus to another. Raducan will make the trip to Midboth for the theatre and for the col- Whe~ not m use ~or calls and emer- dletown, New York.
lege. "They present to the public gencles, the publlc add~ess system,
On March 19, the girl's team from
and potential friends of Bard a vivid set up by Warr~n Harns and John Allegheny College will open the depicture of one phase of the life of Schultz, entertamed. the whole. cam- bate season on this campus with the
the college, and incidentally give the pus with popular swmg. recordmgs. 'negative side of the question, retheatre boys some real experience in
~ours o~ the college mcl';lded such solved: that the National Labor Rethe fine old theatre tradition of pomts. of mterest as the SCIence lab- lations Board shOUld be empowered
'trouping',': according to the director, oratones, w~ere students performed to arbitrate all industrial disputes.
Paul MorrIson.
(Contmued on page 6)
John Honey and Louis Koenig will
represent Bard in the debate.
These two debates start what
I Henry Baker, president of the forum,
has called "the busiest season in the

off

A benefit card party and tea
for the Bard College Emergency
Fund was given by the guests
of the Robbins and Manor
Houses of Ward Manor on Friday afternoon, February 18.
The card party and tea were
under the direction of Miss Minnie Ross. One hundred and
eighteen guest of Ward Manor
attended the card party and
several members of the stUdent
body and faculty from Bard were
present at tea served froD] 4:30
to 6 P. M. As a result of the
entertainment, War d Manor
contributed fifty dollars to the
emergency fund.

OVER ONE-THIRD
OF NEEDED FUND

NOW SECURED
CoIl e g e Activities Plan
Benefit Performances
Off Campus

County Residents Cooperate
BOOKS BY QUALEY,
In Giving Benefit Dance; SMITH PUBLISHED
Three Hundred Attend

FORUM PLANS
DEBATE TRIPS

THIS SEASON

I

Dr. Hirsch, Ordering Books,
I
Neglects "Of Mice and Men "

Popular Novel By John Steinbeck Not Among Recent I
Acquisitions Including Lewis' Latest
I
By WILLIAM RUEGER
"Perhaps it is better to get the I It seems that in order to secure
failures of Lewis than the hits of space on the shelves of Annandale's
Steinbeck."
Parnassus, a novelist must first go
Thus did Dr. Felix Hirsch, Bard out and hew himself a Nobel repulibrarian, turn back our fierce, one- tat ion. Hence, besides Lewis' latman campaign to install "Of Mice est, Mrs. Buck's "This Proud Heart,"
and Men" in the libn.ry. On pre- i Faulkner's "The Unvanquished,"
vious occasions when we argued va- Werfel's Hearken Unto the Voice,"
liantly in an atterr_pt to persuade Thomas Mann's "Joseph in Egypt,"
the learned doctor of the ability of Allen's "Action in Aquila" have been
the forceful young author of "Tor- ordered before publication, just on
tilla Flat," "In Dubious Battle," and the strength of each author's reputhe current Broadway dramatiza- tation. Some of them, it has provtion of the saga of Lennie and ed, have received mediocre reviews.
George, we were told that the budget
President Nicholas Murray Butdidn't permit the purchase of any ler lately gave the college a first edibut the best novels. But then "The tion of Hegel's "Werke," in nineteen
Prodigal Parents" came into the 11- volumes. The set of books had been
brary. If We could afford the dregs for fifty years in the President's
of a washed-up career we could own collection. The philosophy de-I"
surely afford the cream of a bud- partment has been increased also
ding and promising one. But the by Santayana's "Realm of Truth"
Doctor was adamant.
(Continued on pag~ 6)
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One of the new books on the
Spring list of the Elliot Publishing
Company is "James Madison: Builder" by Dr. Abbot Smith, Fellow in
History at Bard College. In evaluating Dr. Smith's book, the HeraldTribune reviewer, Henry Steele
Commager, of New York University,
observes that the merit of the biography lies "in the simplicity and
lucidity of the presentation, the balance and temperance of the interpretation, the liveliness and humor
of the style and in the soundness of
its judgments."
Dr. Carleton C. Qualey, also a Fellow in History at Bard. has recently
completed his evaluation and history
of "Norwegian Settlement in the
United States" which has been published by the Norwegian-American
Historical Association.
Professor Theodore C. Blegen, the
editor of the publications of the association makes the following comments on Dr. Qualey's book:
"In this study of an immigrant
group, Mr. Qualey makes an original contribution to American
economic and social history."
"The author believes that the
story of immigration is 'but half
told when the immigrant is
brought to the point of first
residence in America.' To him
the study of Norwegian settlement in the United States is 'as
much a study of the westward
expansion of the American population as it is a study of Norwegian immigration.' It deals
with a 'process of migration'
that has continued to the pres(Continued on page

Approximately one-third of the
funds necessary to keep Bard College
open have been collected since the
announcement January 30 of Trustee
action suspending the college for tile
academic year 1938-39, according to
a recent report of the Bard Emergency Fund Committee. An encouraging per cent of the $11,500 of
cash and contingent pledges-alrealt'
acquired toward the new goal of
$32,000 is the result of student activity, the report reveals.
The mobilization of student activvity immediately followed the ~n:"
nouncement and message of De~
Mestre, the first day of college after
the Field and Reading period. Since
that day, the music department, the
athletic team, the Bard Theatre, and
the student body has cooperated, 01"
plans to cooperate in their respective interests to contribute tor the
benefit of the Emergency Fund.
Three benefit performances of last
season's "Androcles and the LiQD"
will comprise the contribution of
the Bard Theatre, while the Bard
basketball team will play New paltz
Normal School in a benefit game at
the Poughkeepsie Armory tOnight.
The music department, with its concert on February 24, has contributed
$120, and the faculty and student
body $196 as a result of the auction
sale held in the theatre February 21.
News Bulletins Sent Oout
The status of the emergency fund
and the activities of students has
been steadily leaving the college
through the medium of mimeographed bulletins announcing the
work of the emergency committee.
The mailing list now has about 1400
names, including parents of undergraduates, alumni, and friends of the
college. Four bulletins have already
been released to all names on the
Jist. John F. R. Hicks, '36, has been
assisting with the writing of news
releases and publicity. Although a
large proportion of the mailing list
would necessarily be of little varue
,in a money-raising campaign, many
, sympathetic and encouraging letters,
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(Continued on page 2)

Freshmen Decorate Tower
With "41 ':. Prove Optimism
Red Numerals First Believed Aerial Mar ker ~ Found To
Be Work of Angell And Hughes
By JOHN HONEY
Bard College woke last Sunday
morning, February 20th, to find the
class numerals "41" painted in red
on its sixty-foot water tower. Speculation immediately began as to
which member of the Freshman
class had scaled the tower and undertaken the task. Joe McNair,
Freshman class president, announced after several hours of qUestioning
that he was unable to find the person responsible. Many upperclassmen concluded that the numerals
must be a mileage marker for planes
going north to A I ban y. More
thoughtful students, remembering
the recent Frosh victory over the
Sophomores, with their successful
burying of the algebra and wine, believed a first year man was responsible.
On. Wednesday it was finally revealedthat Stephen Angell and

Owen Hughes, both of the classaf
'41, had climbed the tower on the
preceding Saturday night and paint.;.
ed the numbers. Overcoming . a
great many difficulties the two boys
worked until three A. M. in a heavy
snowstorm. Once their paint froze
in the near-zero temperature, and
at another time they were nearly
intercepted by the night watchman.
On their first trip up the tower they
took yellow paint with them which
gave out when they were about half
way through. Going to the theatre
they borrowed an ample supply of
red paint and returned to complete
the job.
When asked what their motives
had been they indicated that class.
and school pride had prompted
them. Hughes said, "No one can
tell us there won't be a class of '41
(Continued on page S)
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Letters to College Endorse Its Opening
~

From Relatives of a Recent Alumnus
May I have the privilege of expressmg my feeling
about the present situation at Bard, though the size of
my check is n o sign of my depth of feeling.
My fa mily has learned t o value Bard through our
nephew who graduated last June, and we refuse to
believe that a n institution of such standards and integrity should close.
I am deepiy concerned over the plight of Bard
College and am enclosing-alas-only a drop in the
bucket
We were all thrilled by your letter which came
this morning, and most earnestly wish you success in
your undertaking.
From an Alumnus of St. Stephen's
"1 wish I could send you a real contribUtion in this
hour of trial. You may be sure that I will send you
another check at my first opportunity. I hope and
praytlliat, you will be successful in your effort to raise
enough money to keep Bard open. The longer I live,
the more apparent it becomes, 1 can never pay my
debt ito ~he College."

- - - - - - - - --

~

_ A Message From the Dean

II, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!I

"Have Faith Our Cause Is 'Resistant To Sudden Dissolution' ," Urges Dr Mestre
To the Editor of THE BARDIAN:
N ow is the most critical time in our united effort to
keep Bard from closing. Only a little over one-third of the
necessary funds are in hand, or pledged, and decision cannot be long postponed-probably two weeks at most.
UndeT these trying circumstances, I ask your united

From a Friend
" I was shocked to learn of the threat to the con- loyalty to Bard-this is the time when battles are lost or
tinuity of Bard College. It seems a great shame that won. We have nothing to rely on but our own determinaan interesting and valuable experiment like that
tion and the good will of our friends. That we have these
would have to end.
. I am enclosing a check for $25.00 to the Bard ColI
lege Emergency Fund and will send you a similar in plenty is attested by the enclosed excerpts from many
amount n ext month."
' letters which have come to me from alumni, old and new,
, ' J; , ,

*

From a Parent
"Thank you for your two bulletins. Needless to
say we are watching Bard's battle for life with the
greatest possible interest and are glad of this opportunity to congratulate you on the gallant and effective
fight you are making. Certainly your fine attitude,
,your leadership and inspiring words to the students
-are ;tremendously effective.
'. These with the loyalty and enthusiasm shown by
the whole college We hope will carry Bard successfully
through this critical time."

from friends, relatives, and parents of stUdents, and even
from paTents of prospective students. I hope that you will
publish as many of these as possible .

We have here a college worth fighting for. If we can
keep our courage high during these next two weeks, we
will have just cause to look back on these days with pride.
Of those who can afford to wait no longer for the outcome
* *
of our struggle, I ask only that they make their arrangeFrom a Father
, .' "I should like to tell you what Bard has done for ments to go quietly so the morale of those -remaining shall
my son. In the first place, he is thoroughly happy
t b e s h a k en. Wh a t ever h
it
there and enjoys his association with the teachers and no
appens,
e 1't b e sal'd 0 f us
,his fellow stUdents. He is a type that likes and needs that we are worthy defenders of a worthy cause. Let us
a small college and one situated in the country. Bard still have faith that our cause is 'resistant to sudden dissohas given him a self-assurance that r..e very much
needed and I find him much better able to express lution.'
himself. There is room for a great deal of improve-j
HAROLD MESTRE,
ment but 1 feel confident that if he can continue for
'the next two years at Bard, he willbe as thoroughly
self.,.reliant as I wish him to be."

,

• * •

Acting Dean.

From a Father
"I have received your bulletins of February 1 and
4 and am extremely interested in the drive for the
Bard College Emergency Fund.
"I think the continuation of the Bard College experiment has nat ional importance. I studied many
college programs looking for colleges particularly
adapted for a boy who has a special flaire for one
area and who may be somewhat inadequate in several others. I think Bard has a unique program for
such a student. 1 think you are particularly well
equipped to salvage the boy who may go far in one
specia lized area. I was much impressed by the statement of one of your faculty: 'The old way used to be
to find out what a boy was bad in and make him do
that; we believe that education begins with interest
and enthusiasm and therefore We start with what a
boy seems good in and has enthusiasm for . We seek
to develop this enthusiasm and aptitude and then as
he acquires more aptitude and sense of achievement
seek to give him broadening courses in addition to his
specialty.' 1 am sure that American youth today need
such a program and hope that you are successful in
financing it for the coming year."

*

*

*

'"

From Bard Parents
...... .."1 am writing this to tell you how very interested
we are. We feel we do owe Bard a very especial debt
and both my husband and I wish we were financially
able to contribute. As it is, sometimes it has been a
struggle to keep our son in college.
"We are most grateful for the inspiration Bard
has given our son and for the helpful interest and
advice of its splendid faculty. It's splendid training
and the close association with his professors will always be invaluable to him.
"We both hope that it will not be necessary to
close the College and that sometime we shall be able
to express our interest and appreciation financially."

*

From the Parents of a Prospective Student
" We have heard a rumor that Bard may not open
in September because of lack of funds. If this is not
true, we should like to be able' to contradict the report.
If it is true, we are very sorry-that so fine an institution and experiment cannot go on, and personally
because my son had decided that it was the college h.,wished to enter."
From an Alumnus of St. Stephen's
"The work done at Bard by you and your staff is
in the highest sense a work of consecrated service, and
as such should receive the generous support of all
those who have youth at heart.
"Unfortunately my present financial condition
does not permit me to offer more.
"May God bless you and give you courage and
strength to carryon this campaign."

.~--------------------------------------.:..---------~

'"

'"

From a Former Faculty Member
"The enclosed check is disgracefully small-but it is all I can af:'T heard
still were in
ford right now-and 1 can't let the
n~d . of money and that the funds .
opportunity go by without making
at least a slight concrete sign of my
very deep concern over Bard's pres:open. ' I am sending this check on
those conditions, but I sincerely hope
(ACP-U. S. higher education has
ent problem.
rConti ntwd from page 1)
"I admire very deeply the attack
the check will not have to be re(Continued from page 1)
received gifts and bequests totaling
,turned.
Forum's history." A tentative sched- more than $680,000,000 from phil an- aside from numerous checks of large you and the college as a whole are
, ""I've been greatly interested in ule of activities for the remainder of thropic foundations since their and small denomination, have been making - and I'm tremendously
Bard through one of your students
r eceived by Dr. Mestre as a result proud.
and also because my husband and I the year has already be~n planned. founding. This fact has been re- of the bulletins.
"My faith is very strong."
WeTeboth Columbia graduates.
On March 29 , Erskme College vealed at COlumbia University, where
* * *
Editorials sympathizing with the
"If Bard opens next fall, I am in comes to t~e Bar?-. campus from IDr. Ernest Victor Hollis has just cr itical situation at Bard have apFrom a Father
'hopes my son will be fortunate! South Carolma: WIlham Jordy and Icompleted a careful eight-year study peared in all the local papers and
"It was with much concern that I
enough ,to be with you."
John Honey WIll debate the south-I
. .
,
in the "New York Times." Journals read your bulletin of February 1st,
,; .
.. * ..
ern team on unicameral legislation. of those orgamzatlOns WhICh have and periodicals that have devoted informing me of the d.ecision of
. : . : ' From a Bard Mother
The Bard team goes to Mount Holy- contributed to. the. advancement of considerable space to Bard are, Iyour Board of Trustees.
"Pathfinder," "News Week," and , I find it hard to believe that Bard
"~'I.n , F~ther Yates' eloquent words : oke and Amherst ~n March 25 and, college and uruversIties here.
<It's' tause is resistant to sudden dis- 26. At the woman s college the sub- I Of the total amount given, 64 per "School and Society." At present, ICollege, of the highest type, after
so11,ltidIl,',: This college, with it noble ject will be, resolved: that this I cent came from the John D. Rocke- all news releases are under the sup- over eighty. years of existence should
~Ma~' ·, 6.f : ', Rrogressive education al- house i~ alarmed by. the !-"creas~d feller Sr. and Carnegie trusts. Mid- ervision of Edward Newton Voor- be faced WIth such a tragic suspenhees of the faculty who is assisted ion. I do hope that the present
re?-~ - ·~O. fuJly _ reali2l€d, cannot be emphaSIS of the SOCIal SCIences m
"
1
•• •
'~tI6wea' 'to 'languish. Bard must college education. Bard is supposed dIe western coLeges and uruversltles by George H. Genzmer, head of the painful situation proves to be the
salvation of Bard.
Yv~ (!'.' . More· than ever its spirit is to be "alarmed" at this proposition. were given $92,000,000; southern in- English Department.
o
"You all have done so much for
needed how in a world of tumult and The de~ate with Amhers~ will be on siutitnons, $88,000,000; southwestern,
Columbia men in the Graduate my son, 1 was hopeful that he could
confusion. 'An educational tragedy,' the NatIOnal Labor RelatlOns Board. $25000000' and northwestern $3 500~r. Butler calls the threatened closPrinceton comes to Bard for the 000' b ' t '
1902
d 1934 'Th School who commute are said to be remain with you. for the next three
mg of Bard.
. first time on April 8th. They will
, e ween
an
.
e poorer students than those liVing years. In so domg .1 feel that. he
"It seems to ' me it would change stop here overnight on a New Eng- , institution which has received the farther from school, according to a would have had hIS opportunIty.
~y whole feeling about the safety of land tour, long enough to consider' greatest sum is the Univers1tYQf report submitted to Dr. Nicholas Bard. WOUld. ~ave taken a hard
Murray Butler.
workmg ambItl(~US young man, with
hberal education in these United whether Roosevelt should have a Chicago with a total of $46,340,767.
a poor foundatIOn due to our lack
E!tfLtes if this calamity should be al- third term or not. Henry Baker and
of proper schools locally and provide
lowed to transpire."
George Raducan will take the afhim with an excellent education
firmative side.
"I am enclosing my check to' be
M. SHW ARTZ AND CO.
An inexperienced team, composed
placed in the emergency fund. I
Beats Spring To It 1
of John Harris, Harry Winterbottom,
shall send more from time to time
and James Tully, will debate the
as my limited funds are available.
W
e
Are
R
eady
IV
ith
Y
our
N
ew
Cloth
es
---- same question at Skidmore on April .
"Thanking you for the many cour(Continued from page 1)
22, when they will meet Skidmore's
tesies extended to both m:' son and
Scores of styles and models
freshman team.
myself."
coming out of Bard." Angell added
Another Skidmore debate will be
Scorps of colors and patterns
thatpai~ting n~merals is traditional held on the Bard campus on the 29th
Scores of fabrics-all sizes
The united Federal Workers of
with hIS famIly. Last year at of April. It will be their varsity
in a most comprehensive collection
America, a CIO affiliate, has opened
Swarthmore another me~ber ~f the team this time, arguing on the NaIa school for its members, as well as
family painted a good SIzed 40 on tional Labor Relations Board against .
We're Ready-and will be looking for you.
the public, and, for a nominal
the water tower. . . .
John Honey, Henry Baker. and Wil- 'I
tUition fee, courses may be !pursued
, Since the actmmlstratl?n has an- liam Jordy. Another debate on the
THE HOME OF GOOD CLOTHES
in Spanish, economics, creative
n~unced that the t.ower IS unsafe to N. R. L. B. is to be scheduled with
Poughkeepsie
New York writing, literature and other college
\
3ubjects.
climb, no efforts WIll be mane t~ r~- Vassar College for their campus.

,' From the Mother of a Prospective 1
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fRESHMAN PAINT '41'

STUDENTS ACT TO
AVERT "TRAGEDY"

COLUMBIA ANNOUNCES
GIFfS TO EDUCATION
TOTAL 680 MILLIONS

SPRING DEBATES :

I

ON CAMPUS TOWER

I

I

I
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freshmen classes will be able. to find H
room on the tower for theIr class ,. ,
numbers. The C01~ege must go on!

(ACP)-Columbia univerSity has
announ,c ed that henceforth it will
award two scholarships annually to
students who are the best streetcomer orators.
. The sc.."olarships will be given for
electioneering, union organization
and opep.-air vocal perfOrmers.

~::~
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The Oldest Hotel in America
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Dr. Bak~~ " :T~~ching

BARDIANS ATTEND
AS'U CONVENTION
I:NPOUGHKEEPSIE

At Wells College
Dr. John Tull Baker, formerly
of Bard, has recently been appointed assistant professor of
philosophy at Wells College,
Aurora, New York
Dr. Baker was appointed Lecturer and Fellow in Philosophy
at Bard in 1934, and in 1937 was
granted an honorary fellowship
at Johns Hopkins University.
Last year he was connected with
the Philosophy Department at
Columbia College.
Until a few years ago, Dr.
Baker had also been Lecturer in
Philosophy at Sarah Lawrence
College and Visiting Lecturer in
Philosophy at Vassar.

Sketch Book- Vol. 2, No. I

ART NOTES

A REVIEW _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

, _______ H. J. z. _______ ,

In accordance with an establish-Ibleak hilltop, is a sensitive plant, as BENEFIT ART EXHIBIT
ed Bard custom
. the latest number his loneliness and wistfullness plainly
Jf "The Sketch Book" appears in a show. It was a mistake, ther efore,
Starting this Saturday, March
changed format, but it is a redeem- to boil him hard in a Hemingway fifth, there will be an exhibition of
ing feature of the custom that the . automatic self-timer. At least he student work in Orient Gallery. All
change is for the better. With lar- should have been taken out three the things shown will be for Sale and
ger type, wider margins, and a neat- minutes sooner.
the proceeds will be turned in to
Pledg~
.Several students of Bard College i
ly designed title-page, it has been
Leo Roche, who also contributes the Emergency Fund.
saw the Oxford Pledge revoked as
improved noticeably in dignity and two not too serious exercises in verse,
The show will include photopart af the platform of the American
comeliness. Also, I wave my hat en- mingles Annandale, Heaven, and an- graphs, water-colors and oils, drawStudent Union at the annual conthusiastically to the editor and busi- cient Ireland in a fantasy called ings in various media and sculpture.
vention at Vassar College, fram Decness manager for their vigilant sup- the College of Saints. In intention, Each piece will be marked with an
ember 27 to Deeember 31.
ervision of the proofs. Though a few if not wholly in manner, it takes one
.Jahh Honey, Henry Baker, Wlll1am
errors have escaped them, they have back to the days-and what happy, appraisal price but the manner of
Jordy, and Walter Waggoner were
prevented any of those ghastly as- exhilarating days they were!-when selling will be a closed bid auction.
delegated. by the Bard ~hapter of the
sauIts on sense and decorum which · Anatole France had a reputation and That is to say that the priCe given
ASU to attend although other mem...
have blistered my eyeballs in prac- James Branch Cabel was busily get- for a piece is the asked price but bids
bel'S, inCluding Gifford Marshall,
tically every number of our student ting one. I hope he will continue may be registered with Henry ZellLeonard Meyer and Benedict Seid .
publication. Am I grateful? Indeed to work with the method, difficult weger for any sum that a student or
man a.ttended ~ne or two se~ions of
I am.
but rewarding, with which he here faculty member feels he would like
the convention while they were in
As a cross-section of campus liter- experiments gingerly. Poe and T. S . to pay. It is hoped through this
Poughkeepsie.
ary activity the contents are of ab- Eliot must have presided as fairy means of selling that more pieces
Tpe most significant development
Apprexitnately 150 people from the sorbing interest, meeting fully the godmothers at the birth of George will be sold and perhaps a greater
0{ the convention was the adoption neighboring countryside attended expectations raised by last year's La Belle's Comme n Faut; interest- sum than appraised price may be
of a. plan of collective security which the college benefit concert presented numbers of the paper. The first ing as it is I miss in it the quality obtained. In ~he case of bids under
necessitated the dropping of the for- by the Department of MUsic and place in this issue is occupied deser- that has attracted the attention of the asked price the artist will determer Oxford Pledge, a part of the held in the gymnasium, Thursday vedly by William Jordy's five pages more than one reviewer of his verse mine whether or not the piece may
union's program.
night. The concert was part of the of whirling words about some mom- published in "Columbia Poetry."
be sold. Bids may be entered up to
Several stormy plenary sessions college community's emergency drive entary and unintelligible rumpus in
Criticism, in which "The Sketch March 19th. In all sales it is to be
were devoted to the discussion of the ' fot funds to ward off the threatened a dormitory, which the author mag- · Book has heretofore been specializ- understood that the artist may
pleEige-"-an oath which hines those closing of Bard in Juhe of this year. ni~ies b~ sheer verbiage into some- ing, is represented this time only by borrow the work from the purchaser
who take it never to bear arms in
The progtam of the concert in- thmg mIghty and portentous. Noth- Donald Platt's cool, sober, apprecia- for exhibition purposes.
any war-before a vote was called to cluded piano duets by Marjorie ing in itself, it delights by its energy tive essay on Marlowe's "Hero and
Students have been very generous
accept collective . security against Yates and Ernest White two violin and originality so that in comparison Leander." It is an unusually com- in offering pieces for this sale and
fascism. Despite the lengthy objec- pieces by Elias Dan an'd songs by ' the other narrative pieces seem a petent piece of work for the author it is hoped that the buying w1l1 be
t1e1l£l . ef the pacifists, collective Anne CroWley. Ther~ was an inter-I little . pallid. David Burke. recounts feels at home .in the literature of the equally generous.
S(\!curUy waS adopted by an over- misS.•i.on of three inin.lites between a ChIldhO. od recol~ection WIth grave E~g~sh ~enaISsance and has a dis-, ---------- - - - --- - - --- -----whelming majority.
the two halVes of the recital.
humor and genume feeling; Jack. cnmmatmg ear for nuances of style , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Nerntan Thomas vs. Frederick
Mrs. Crowley, the (lIllY one of the IFrase r an? Leland ~nowles attempt a~d thought. His a:nalysis of the
Schumann
artiSts not connected with the col- i episodes m the SWIft, spare con- mlxture of pagan mnocence and
FUel was added to the fire of dis- lege, is a mezzo-contralto known to temporary manner. Fraser comes Christian bad conscience that inter-I
THEATRE
cussion by addresses by Frank Olm- the music world as Anne Gregory. within an inch of complete success, twine in Marlowe's paean to luststead, of the Christian ASsociation, She studied under Rose Feart of the but Knowles has misjudged his the word must be understood withRed Hook, N. Y.
N.ew York University, Nor man Paris opera and Walter F. Young of method catastrophically. His hitch- out disparagement-was well worth
Thomas, leader of the S<>eialist New YOrk: Het singing career car- . hiker protagonist, left freezing on a the writing.
-George Genzmer
Party, and Frederick Schumann, ried her all over Europe and the ' - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Fri. & Sat. - March 4 & 5
professor of Political SCience at United States. The last time she
I.
Williams College.
appeared as a professional, over
THE HURRICANE
Strongly apposed were the opin- seven years ago, she was under the
IOns of Thomas and Schumann, managernent of the National Music
Thomas urging pacific isolation League, of which, at that time Eric
.
Sun. & Mon. - March 6 & '7
agaihst Schumann's collective secur- Clarke of the Bard Music Departit,. .
ment was chairman.
SWING YOUR LADY
UI'd rather be among those who
Mr. White, besides teaching and
Two new courses have been instiThe American Student Union held
re
siSt
for
the
future,"
Thomas
as~irecting the choir at the college,
serted. "This is a capitaliStic nation, 1S the organist at the Church of St. tuted this semester in the Art de-. its first meeting of the second semesand
.
partment; one in Motion Picture tel' at 8:15 P. M., on Wednesday,
M ary th
it
th
an
d
.
if
war
comes,
e
cap
aUsts
will
..
e
V1rgin
in
New
York
CUy.
WILL
ROGERS
cltaw us 10." He urged, however, in Both Mrs. Yates, a former student Photography and the other in Small February 23, in ~he physics lecture

Members favor CollectIve
ActiohOver Oxford

BENEFIT CONCERT
GIVEN FOR BARD

LYCE UM

NEW ART COURSES AS UTO DISCUSS
BEGUN THIS TERM MEANS TO PEACE'

contrast to Olmstead's neutrality, a of the Royal College of Music in House Architecture.
room.
in
cbnsumers' boycott of /apanese London, and Mr. Dan, an alumnus
The course in Motion Picture
William Jordy gave a resume of
goods. "It can be done under terms of the clasS of 1937 and holder of a Photography will cove:- the use. of the Student Union Convention held
JUnGE PRIEST
not at all likely to bring war and Phi Beta Kappa key teach music at the mOVIe ca~era, ed1ting of film at Vassar College from December 27
capable of explanation to the Japan- Bard.
and the transltlon ~rom sequence to to 31. Representatives from the
e!ie workers themselves."
At the end of the performance, seq~ence, col~r motlon p~ct~es, and local chapter who attended the con-l , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Speaking swi~tlY' and flUently, both Mrs. Crowley and Mrs. Yates v~n?us expernnents in llghtmg and vention were Jordy, Baker, waggo-) , - - - - - - - -........- - -......- -....-- .
Schumann asserted that peace at the were presented with flowers.
s agmg. For the n~xt few .we~ks the ner, and Honey. Other Bard stupresent is "menaced by fascism, not
Over thirty-five students and fac- s~u~e~ts are devotm~ theIr tIme to dents who came as visitors included
by Wall Street, Morgan, or any other ulty cooperated in the presentation fmIshmg up the
of the college Marshall, Seidman, and Meyer. The
facfor."
of the concert under the gelleral that E. Ste,,:,art WIllIams s~arted two local representatives sat in on t.he
stated .. that "Every fascist management of Mr. Edward Voor- years ago, m
that It may be labor discussion meetings at which
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
niacliiile is driven to war becaUse it hees. The campus traffic system used ~for pubhClty purposes. Af~r the Harvard University chapter gave I
lsJts only defense. against collapse." used Friday night was rehearsed on that IS complet.ed the students. Wlll' an account of organization work
Saturday, March 5
"World po11tics today," he continued the night of the concert with the work. on ~divldual short subJ~cts among its dining-room employees
"is ii. struggle between the madman' twenty-odd cars that viSited the expenm~ntmg. with the matenals. The general session of the conven----the fasciSt dictators and the paralY~ grounds.
A long p1cture l~ planned for the end cion were devoted to the peace issue
BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE
tics, the nations unwilling and unThe program:
of t?~ y~ar WIth all the stUdents After several bitter debates a platable Iilove in a time of crisis."
I
partIclpatmg. .
. form advocating collective security
with
Schumariri poilited out that the Sicilienne ... .... ............... J. S . Bach
The
m Small H?USe Archi- a Japanese boycott, and armament 1
Chi.n.
··. ese could h. ave peace if they The Little Windmills ...... C' Dupe'
IS deslgmng
plB:nn~d to
mclude
r.n . tecture
phases of
a home
for all
a reductions
··
' was adopted. Strong obWallace Beery
refused . to fIght, but that peace Sonata
W. F. Bach $10 000
t'
t
Th
t d ts
JectlOns were presented by members
would be the cheap peace of surren- ' Allegro moderato
Andante
'
es Ima e.
e s u en are of the Socialist Party and by about
der, . defaulting liberalism, justice, Gavotte . . . . .......... ..
..... Arne :~f~ i~ar:in;r:~: ao~o~::.!~~ one hundred unaffiliated delegates.
reason
MA.RJORIE YATES, ERNEST WHI'TE
In order to cont·mue d ISCUSSIOns
'
.
• .., . ' freed.om, and right.
From plans, elevations will be drawn,
•.Lhe problem of pe.ace is whether L'amour de moi ..................... Old French structural details diagrammed, such on the p roble m a f 'ISO1a t·IOn versUs
the asdst p' owers shall be able to Vieille chanson espagnole ...... Aubert as fI·replace and stai .. wall construc- collectl've .
securit
. y an open round
and air- table ses~lOn WIll be held on Wednessp.·.te.·..ad..'..0. r s.u.. I.fer collapse within t.he!r I' Aime-moi ......................................... Bemberg tion, wiring and plumbing,
...
ow.n borders:' he said.
ANNE CROWLEY
conditioning diagrams and last of all day e:,em~g March 9. Waggoner ~nd
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Resolutions passed with little or Sonata in D Major .................. Handel interiors will be done in color Card- McNaIr WIll advocate thatLhe Umted
no controversy favored the consumAdagio
Larghetto
board modelS of the exteriors 'Will be State~ pursue: a policy of collective
er~' bo~c?tt of Japanese goods and
Allegro
Allegro
built to scale. The seminars for this secunty, wJ:llle .oppenhe~er will
Friday, March 4
tr~d~ umon reconciliation.
ELIAS DAN
course are centered around building present. the Isol~tl~nISt pOSItIOn. T~e
II
materials and methods.
talk~ WIll ~e bn~f III order to perIDlt
Andante and Variations Bchu1JW,nn
audIence dISCUSSIOn.
MARJORIE YATES, ERNEST WHITE
A program committee consisting of
GOLDWYN FOLLIES
WILLIAM C. AUCOCK
From Afar .......................................... Bcott
Whitcomb and Angell has been apThe Unforeseen ............................. ... Bcott
pointed. Plans for a rouna table
with
ESTATE
. Spring Song of the Robin
discussion on the Sino-Japanese war
Charley McCarthy
Woman ... .... ..............................
Cadman
with speakers from Internationai
Fruits
Vegetables
(from Shanewis)
House will be announced soon by the
ANNE CROWLEY
committee.
11I,;
__________
iiiiiii_iiiiiiii;:J
Groceries
Chaconne
Vitali
...
.. . . .
Red
Hook,
N
.
Y.
ELIAS DAN
Red Hook
Beauty and the BeasL............... Ravel
The
Enchanted
Garden ............ Ravel
Phone 63
(froin Mother Gooose Suite)
C II
D
Polka ...................................................... Berkeley
. 0 ege
elivety
Blithe Bells .................. Bach-Grainger
~ '. T-'.
.' .
. Valse ........................................................ Walton
,. .
. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .
.
... . .
. . . .. 1
MARJORIE YATES, ERNEST WHITE
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PRAISE TO THE REALIST
a result of the shocking statement on
As January
20th that Bard College was
to close its doors for the academic year
1938-1939, individuals never before exposed to the cold, hard, and unyielding realities
of life, were suddenly startled by the sound
of their education threatening to fall about
them. And they reacted normally; at least
they 'reacted as any community of secluded
undergraduates would, if they were suddenly set face to face with a problem of
such outlandish proportions and terrifying
aspect. These reactions may be roughly
classified into four types: the pessimistic,
the pollyanna, the other-wordly, and the
realistic.
The pessimist, guilty of the first mentioned, immediately defaults all his ideals
to accept defeat before a blow has been
struck. He finds solace in his preconceived
notion of despair, and waits calmly for what
he believes is a death sentence. His activity extends only to the calling down the
wrath of God upon a select group of officials. The real troubl e with the pessimist
may be a lack of red corpuscles and a poor
circulation of those he has. The pesimist is,
briefly, a chronic invalid.
In contrast to the doleful pessimist is
the all too jubliant pollyanna, an optimist
gone beserk, anxious to spread the news
that this is the best of all possible worlds,
that God is undoubtedly in Heaven, and
all's Tight on earth, that nothing is so bad
that it couldn't be worse, that things are
looking up, that all we need IS confidence,
that everything will come out in the wash,
that every cloud has a silVEr lining, etc,
etc., ad infinitum until he is ready to sit
down to a pleasant evening of someone like
Alexander W oollcott. He advises his colleagues to sit tight, keep a stiff upper lip,
keep up the morale, and not to lose hope.
He is, in short, a little ray of sunshine.
Neither a chronic invalid nor a ray of
sunshine is the even more innocuous person
classified above as other-wordly, but ac~
tually a selfIsh whelp happily endowed
with either a fat purse or a hard heart, and
probably both.
Only the hard-hearted
and well-to-do can manage to remain aloof
when all about education is endangered,specifically, the education of a large Junior
class which would find difficulty in transfeTring, and generally, the progressive education throughout the country. This indiv'd I
k
rt' I I
It'
1 ua rna es a pa ICU ar y unp ea~an Pl~t~re when h~ c.or:tpl,acently remmds hIS
lIsteners that thIS Isn t my funeral, so why
should I worry." Our editorial teeth knash
at the words and only the propriety to
· h · thO
. l'
.
W h lC . .
IS ~o umn IS 3:ccustomed prevents
US fr.o m saymg somethmg Tash and worthwhIle.
.. (.f!...~n.~i!",ued ~ page
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(THE BARDIAN regrets this tardy statement of
correction: William H. Jordy, not George L. Rosenbe1'g, is to be given credit for the "Looking Around"
in the last issue, which Zoo ked around ine pictures in
"Life" an found little worth mentiomng. Editor's
note.)

At last THE BARDIAN has been resuscitated!
After the first announcement of the grave financial situat ion of the College, an immediate waVe of
patriotism swept the campus. Bard College must go
on! So a perfectly good propaganda agency "went
down" two times to the bottom of this deluge of enthusiasm. The significance of this story is not in
the fifty dollars its curtailment may have contributed
to the fund, but rather in the deep feeling-ill-cons idered perhaps, but genuine-which was immediately
manifested towards the College. But, just before going down a third time, the life-line was thrown out.
And after a little barrel-rolling THE BARDIAN is as
good as new. A little chicken broth and it is better
than ever-six pages no less!
But no sooner does THE BARD IAN graduate from
bouillon to its normal diet of calf's liver and brocolli,
than it finds it must get right back into its bathing
suit again for a little rescue work of its own. Swish!
and out go the life-lines. Life lines in italics, thirty
thousand. Life-lines in capital letters, THIRTY
THOUSAND.
The brightest ray of sunshine yet to pierce the
black clouds of emergency is the new coordinating
committee headed by Mr. Qualey. It is a vast improvement over its predecessor. The very obvious
trouble with the old order of things was in attempting to make one man responsible for heaving out all
the life lines, besides keeping the lighthouse aglow,
and all the buoys whistling; at the same time expecting this man to leave the shore constantly to man
the lifeboats. Such a centralized system was not
sufficient; it was plain cumbersome. To work, it
would require a super-human man, an extensive system of wireless-radio, and gallons of coffee to insure
wakefulness at all times.
But a new order has been ushered in. It's the
same old coordinating committee with more executive
power. It functions more quickly, more directly. Its
suggestions receive immediate publicity. Its keynote
is immediacy-and in an emergency it's immediacy
that counts. Best of all, it allows the stUdent body
to carry out its own suggestions more directly, more
fully, and as a result more enthusiastically. It allows
the administration to devote its time to raising larger
sums of money off-shore.
Of all the activities of the new committee, the
most spectacular are the various benefits of one sort
and another. All of them make publicity; some even
make money. However the most constructive work is
being done by those who are planning to raise money
through personal contacts. How silly those mimeographed bulletins seem (except to the immediate families of boys in Bard) as compared to direct contacts!
If we were a millionaire ourselves (although this may
be a little far from the pOint) We would instruct our
poorest paid secretary to receive all mimeographed
matter, and promptly heave same into a large incinerator which would be kept especially for this one
purpose. An organized personal campaign is the way
for the student body to contribute to the Bard Emergency Fund; providing it is well organized with every
campaigner full of rigorous training from the Bard
catalogue before setting out for more rope for the
life-line.
If a success story is needed in this connection, we
will cite the case of one boy. After a two-hour conference based on the catalogue, he returned to Bard
with news of a thousand dollar pledge. A thousand
dollars-it's good enough for italics!

Now we come to you. Do you know one one in
your community who is at aU interested in educational
work? Or do you know someone who frequently gives
money to various charities? Of courSe you do. Then,
the first thing to do is to take the Bard catalogue,
turn to page eleven (under "General Information,"
right opposite the aerial view of Dalton McBee reaching for a library book) ; starting with the fourth sentence of the first paragraph and going on through the
next two paragraphs-reac. That's the Bard program.
N·ow then, for the second step, go see the Personal
solicitations Committe e·- it's their business to be full
of suggestions. Finally, go home. See this person.
Don't beg for thirty thousand dollars. Tell them, instead, about the unique Bard program. That's the
way to interest people in Bard College!
Or better yet! Do you know of some organizations, some group of people who would be interested
in progressive education? Or could you get together
such a group? If either of these are a possibility, do
this. Go to the Personal Solicitations Committee, and
tell them about it. They are now in the process of
editing the twenty-minute movies of the College (containing such irresistable shots as Kirtley Lewis's apple
blossoms, and the torturous Bard ski-trail). A couple
of members of the committee, yourself, and possibly
even a faculty member, will arm themselves with catalogues and film ready to present an informal discussion on the Bard program.
As the dining room rabble says-"Well?"

You
Sounds
I like an advertisement for selling the Marvelous New
I Handy-Andy Can Opener? But it's true. It's been
done. All you have to do is to stop being a T. W.
( " Th~rmometer Watch~r"; .one who m~nches chocolate m the Store whlle Idly speculatmg on what
" they got today.") It is not up to the administra! tion; it is not up to the faculty ; it is not up to the
I coordinating committee-they have done, are doing,
all they can do. It's your college. It's up to YOU.

, can raise a thousand dollars-or something.

VOLUNTEER IN SPAIN by John marks of immaturity certainly. The
Sommerfield, Alfred A. Knopf, N . Y. style is not individual and at some
Every war produces its own Uter- points devices are used that have
ature. Most of it is bad-very bad. been ~inployed too frequentl~ to be .
The World War found a notable ex- effectrye. For instance, th~ dlSjOint.
.
.
.
. ed senes of thoughts, which · covers
ceptlOn m E. E. Cummmgs WIth hIS , ground but does little else has been
"Enormous Room ." Last year a
'
. t
b k made use of.
E r h
young ng IS com1?-urus c3:me a~
But content and style are of less
fron: the I~ternat~onal BrIgade ~ interest than are some of John SomSpam to nte a brIef acco~t of hIS merfield's thoughts. He went to the
~ar expeneI?-ce an~ c~lled hIS effort war to fight for an ideal. As a
Vol1:lnteer I~ Spam.
J~hn Som- communist he believes in the fina.l
merfleld, whl~e a lesser ~lght than rules of the proletariat and also in
E . . ~. Cummmgs, has gIven. us a the Fascist menace as the greatest
br.Ilhant r.e cord of modern CivII.war. danger to the world. To him the is...
HIS story IS harp, h.u morous .at tI~es, sues in Spain are defined. There is
un!ovely to the pomt of bemg Slck- no question in his mind as to the
erung.
complete justice of the Spanish
Going to Spa.i n in the Autumn of government's struggle.. The possl1936, Somn:erfleld pas.sed thro~h bilities of intrigue, of post-victory
the usual Irksome offIcial routme. frustratiOn of ideals .dO not occur to
Paris, Marseille, and finally the him. He scores the' pacifists for not
Spanish coast were reached and joining the fight for "democracy"
eventually the. International Br~g- in Spain. Through his book 'rung a
a de. .somI?erfield was accomparued strong humanitarian impUlse, .a.nd
by hIS fnend , John Cornford, to at the same time a calm Callousness
~hon: hi~ book. is dedicated, "killed to slaughter.
fightmg m Spam on December 28th,
Sommerfield is representativeofa
1936, his twenty-first birthday." The ' new generation of heroes. The
two men took part in the November heroes of the Great · War the men
de~en~e of Mll:drid an?- in numero~ who died for democracy, ~re forgotskIrmIshes .. HIS story IS of the phYSI- ten. Today the fight is again being
cal hardshIp of war, of the mental waged against the product of that
agor~.y, and of ~he animal .life the last struggle. The fallacy of SomsoldIers of Spam are leading. In merfield and his companions lies in
his "Final Note" he says, "I have t heir belief that this war can achieve
ended this story with a piece of more justice. War· has always failed to
ch~n ordinary nastiness." The few do so in the past.
bnef pages referred to are . ghastly
The fineness of such persons is be1~ themsel~es, an~ they are Illustra- yond ques tion. They are no mere
tlve of the Immumty to horror which soldiers of fortune. Without their
is necessarily .acq~ired by the sol~ier. ideal they could not survive the
But I?ommerfieid IS 3:t .the saI?e tIme mental and physical demands of the
a wnter and a sensItIVe artIst. He war. Sommerfield has written "I
has recorded not alone " the vile ridi- learned something about war tha.t I
culousness of spoiled flesh ," but also would never forget--that its real
SPll:in's upland Autum~ WOOds, her vileness did not only lie in physical
plams and long hard wmter months. horrors but also in what it could do
He has found humor in people and to men's minds. We were lucky · we
charm in brief moments of comfort. could remember what We ~ere
The book is the work of a good fighting for and it was something
writer. Emotion is skillfully handled real ; but ordinary wars were for a
so that nothing of sentimentality lie . . . " Men of ideals have proba ppears. Descriptions are terse and ably had similar thoughts in all the
vivid; conversation used infrequent- wars of history.
ly is well done. There are some
-J. C. H.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
WHAT?

ANOTHER QUARTERLY?

To the Editor of the Bardian:
1 with
all college literary maga~ines
Another publication on campus! ' is. th3:t they think t.hat every. conPrecisely so. On March 15th, or tnb~tlO~ ~ust be LIterary (WIth a
thereabouts a brand new magazine capItal L )'. They a~e deathly afraid
.
'.
.
of Commumst Mamfestos from the
WIll .b e stuff~d mto the mall boxes. social science department, of DarIt WIll be mImeographed. Its pages winian scientific dissertations from
will be abo~t the same size as ~hose the biology lab, of satiric efforts to
of the Natwn. Its expenses WIll be end the Fascist regime, of light ar" taken care of" by the College. It I ticles on swing music and Vassar
will be edited by five social science . women. Yet it is these very things
majors with the help of the social that youth does best! It takes old
science faculty. It will be called men who have lived with life to
The Social Science Quarterly.
write short stories and philosophy.
Now don't think we are against ! Now we ask the Sketch Book arid
such a publication because of its Th e Social Science Quarterly why
content. We have always been very they can't. combine, drag~ing in a
partial to the social sciences because couple of fm.e arts and SCIence math
tell bout (or should anyway) jors al.ong WIth them. Make a new
ey
a..
.
magazme on decent sized paper. (If
the world m WhICh we have .to llve the Nati on will lend us a roll of
regardless of whatever vocatIOn we theirs that would be nice.) Make
plan to follow. Indeed, we J:ave an editorial policy that is willing
even been heard to de.clare at tlmes to walk among the mortals, with
i that a college educatlO~ shol!ld be two men from each of the four divicentered around ~he SOCIal SCIences. 1;ions on the editorial board. Pool
Nor are we a~am.st the :xcellent the money for the Sketch Book,
plans of .the editonal staf~ , artic~es with what the college would give
by Dr. HIrsch and Dr. SmIth, a dIS- for this new Social Science Quarcussi~n pro and con. on collective terly ; and maybe we could even
securIty versus neutralIty by ~essrs. nave cartoons and drawings too.
Waggoner and Honey, somethmg on 1Dspecially POOL ALL . CAMPUS
Veblen by Louis Koenig, and a few WRITING TALENT INTO ONE "
book reviews. No one could ask for WORTH _ WHILE PERIODICAL! : 1
a better table of contents.
. l'he Bard College Quarterly; a pro- [I
What we are against, though, i ~ saic title , but a substantial one.
t he idea that the social science . de- : Or doe s someone still think it
partment sho~ld ~et up its .o wn ht~le ~{)uld be better for each departpr~nt shop , WIth ItS own llttle edIt- ~ent to dig a moat around its paronal . b~ard, an~ on March. 15th ticular little plot of knowledge.
depOSIt ~ts own llttle efforts m the I Then, possibly all the departments
post offIce ,. where pre~umably those could have a little mimeographed
who are mterested m the social magazine-The Social Science QUaiI sciences will r;ad . the pape~ ~nd terly on March 15th, the Aesthete
t hose who aren t WIll heave It mto and A estheti cs on April 1st, the
the nearest was~'l can. We speak Natural Science Review on April
Ifrom expenence-m regard to the ' 15th, the Foreign Language Biwaste. ?an, that IS. We watched ennial on May May 1st, leaving us
quantItIes of January . numbers of just time to graduate. Naturally
I the Sketch Book disappear into it. all at the College's expense. Th~
Now God knows, and so does the Bard motto: every stUdent an ~i~ '
I Bard campus, that the last issue of tor. And every editor can burn his
: the Sketch Book had so much mossy damn sheet when he gets through
,Sameness about it that it was a reading it.
I waste of timeto·print it. The'troubJe
'~WILWA~ iH." j'oin+:,..,:t~~

I
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Squad
John Goldsmith _ _ _....:

Cagers to Play In Feature Contest
Of Benefit Twin Bill at Po 'keepsie
~------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ - -------

MEET NEW PALTZ, HOOPSTERS'
PROCEEDS GOING ,
TO COLLEGE FUND

RE.CORD

I Bard Bows to Stevens

41-26;
Drew 46-23, on Jersey TouT

VARSITY
This evening the Poughkeepsie
Armory will be the scene of a conAlbany State 49
Bard 47
Trinity 4
test that will go a long ways towards
Bard 21
Upsala 45
solidifying local backing of Bard's
Bard 35
New Paltz 24
Bard 33
drive for funds. It will be the first
Pickard Stars Against Engineers, Scoring 18 Points,
Alumni 37
Bard 58
time in Bard or St. Stephens hisBard 33
Hobart 53
tory that a varsity team has played
But Scarlet Slumps in Second Half
Bard 29
R. P. I. 27
in Poughkeepsie. A thousand peoDrew
35
Bard 30
ple are epected to see tbe encounter, Strong Club Fives to Clash
Making their second two game weekend trip of the seaHamilton 55
Bard 36
and by the time the final Whistle
Brooklyn Poly 42
Bard 30
son, Bard's varsity hoopsters took a crack at New Jersey
blows Bard should have just that
Opener on Armory
Bard 23
Drew 46
number of new friends.
teams but met with disaster, as they were trounced by
Bard 26
Stevens Tech 41
Floor Tonight
The naming of New Paltz Normal
Drew University, 46-43, at Madison last Friday night and
as the Scarlet's opponent has arousBard average-33.4 pOints per
then absorbed.a 41-26 beating at the hands of Stevens Tech
ed much criticism on campus, the
The Scarlet cagers will 'I
game.
in
Hoboken the following afternoon.
Opponents' average-41.1 pOints
concensus of opinion being that the play New Paltz Normal toThe double reversal left the charges of Coach George
down river school does not have night in the feature game of
per game.
Ackerman with a record of nine defeats in twelve starts
enough of an athletic reputation a doubleheader that is being I
JUNIOR VARSITY
and that a larger and better known
h
Bard 18
Arlington 28
this season.
college should have been chosen to sl)onsored by the Poug keepBard 28
Cornwall-on-Hudplay Coach George Ackerman's sie Exchange Club. for the
son 32 (overtime)
Although Joe Pickard registered I Reaching their low ebb of the
quintet. But such is not the case.
benefit of the Bard College
Bard 21
Red Hook 23
eighteen points to take scoring year the losers played sloppy
Bard 21
Red Hook 23
honors, Bard was unable to halt the basketball at Madison .. bow~ng to
New Paltz has a stronger backing Emergency Fund.
locally than some larger institutions
The Pou!t.hkeepsie Armory, with a
Bard 31
P. B. I. 28
smooth working Stevens five. Pick- Drew for the second tlme In two
that are not located in or near seating ca;oadty of 1500, will be the
Bard average-23.8 points per
ard rolled up six field goals and the weeks. Except for the first few
Dutchess County. People who live scene of the two games. The first I'
game.
same number of foul shots ,ut his minutes, when they led, 6-5, they
in and around Poughkeepsie and encounter of the evening will brin~ , Opponents' average-26.8 points
efforts were not enough to halt a were never in hailing distance of
are interested in New Paltz and wlll together the Harlem State Hospital
per game.
powerful second half surge by the Drew and left the floor at the
welcome the chance to see the nor- quintet and the Poughkeepsie Oath~ ,
home team. The first twenty min- half, trailing by 18-6. In the
mal school five play on the huge olic Center ,the two leading club
utes were close with the lead chang- s~cond seS3ion the winners conarmory floor. Thus ,there will not teams of Dutchess county.
ing hands five times and Bard tmued to apply 'pressure, and albe a strictly partisan crowd but a
Tickets have been on sale for the
throwing a bad scare into the 1 though the BardlaIll? showed more
more evenly distributed grOUP of I benefit for ten days, and a crowd of
Engineers who finally left the floor on the offense, . their defense was
rooters for both teams .. Bard a: nd woo is expected to witness the two
with a 20-16 advantage.
pen.e~rated conslster.:cly by the opNew Paltz are natura~ nva: ls , b~mg contests. The club fives will take .
But following the intermission the posltlon.
. .
the only two colleges In thIS nelgh- the floor at eight o'clocck, while the i
Scarlet attack went to pieces, and
The home team e~hIbIt~d a delib~orhood, so why not let the~ have collegians are scheduled to open
Stevens started to function smooth- I erate attack, draWIng the Scarlet
It ~ut before ~ large cr~wd Illstead hostilities at nine.
K. G. X., winners of the first half ly. A spurt, that was led by left defenders o~t on long. shots that .hit
of II?- the confI':1 es of theIr own resThe decision to m.a ke New paltz , of the Interfraternity Bowling Lea- forward Groome, made the score the nets W:ltJ; startlmg regularIty,
pectlve gymnaslUms?
Bard's opponent gives the twin bill , gue, moved into the number one slot 30-18 ,and from then on the winners and then SIftIng throug for sucker
To the !E~change club of Pough- an entirely local flavor. The Teach- in the second half race when they were never in danger. Groome was b~skets. True. the na~row gym
keepsie which is sponsoring the ers have a good sized following in took two out of tbree matches from high man for Stevens with four WIth an overhead r1;lnnmg track"
doubleheader, to New Paltz NO. rmal, and around PoughkeeplSie, and the: the Eulexians on Monday night.
goals from the floor and three free that prevented shootm~. from the
and to the Harlem State Hospital club teams aways draw large crowds,
The Karns led by Bob Ficke now 1throws for an eleven point total.
corners, bot~ered tJ;e VISItors. B~t
'
." , of seven wms
. and
'
·
1' Cenan d th e Poug hkeepsi e ca th OIC
even wh
en piaym.g
Wl·tho ut the add- have a record
two
Inabiity to move the ball and these
t· I handIcaps
f B d' dId
1 notThaccount
S '
ter, the other competing tea~s, e~ attraction <;>f a college game. It reversals. In second place are the work in for layup shots spelled de- f~,~re ~ss~~ ~a: sr~~d a~d c~;
should go the thanks of the entIre WIll be the fIrst appearance of a Eulexians who have won four feat for the Scaret In the first I
p
g h t· ggff b 1
Bard stUdent body and f!llculty. The Bard College varsity in Poughkeep- matches and lost two. Ficke boasts half Coach Ackerm~n's men used p ayers were s 00 ~g, 0
a ance.
Excha.nge club J;as been doing: a sie. New Paltz Old Bard Rival
the high for both single and three their fast breaking attack effective- " T~at the JerseYItes sl;1ooting was
great Job of boostmg the affair with
New Paltz is an old IS carlet rival. games, while his team has the high ly but the second period saw Stevens ?~' lhere 'Yas ~o qU~~lO~ O~~ of
advance publicity through the med- The two outfits have already met match score.
check to meet this threat and Bard SIX kY ~o t t nes rom
e oor f elY
ium of the Poughkeepsie
newspapers
san mne een f or an average 0 a.
.
once this season, the char~es. of , After spotting the Eulexians an was unable to wor k the ba'11'III d el'b
1 - most one basket in every three atand a near crupacIty crowd IS expect- CO!llch George Ackerman wmnmg 1 early lead the Kaps wound up far erately. Frequent fouls and rough t
t
ed. Tilckets are ~ifty cents, an.d a rather handily by a 33-24 score. The in front for the first half of the rplay marred the final minutes of emp s.
.
.
large representatlcn. .of Bardlans Teachers held th.e Bardians to a league. The Eulexians fell to fourth the contest.
,
~cormg Hon~rs DIvided
The game brough the curtain' . Sc<;>rmg for the VIctors was evenly
would show .good s?,lrlt and make two point lead in the first half but position. K. G. X. won twelve and
an excellent lffipresslOn.
weakened in the second session to . lost three, while the second place down on the schedule of the Hoboken dlstnbut.ed between Stanert, Hough,
o
fall far behind. The influx of the Faculty team scored ten victories team which has compiled an excel- Stan, Wmch, and Backs.trom. Ho~gh.
Pickard Leads Scorers
S~·arlet reserves gave the losers a against five defeats. The Help fin- lent record against such teams as a clever forward led WIth four fI~ld
Tallying twenty-six points over chance to make the score more ~es- ished in third position. Pease of Lehigh, Hamilton, and Brooklyn g0:;tls and one free ~hrow for a n~ne
the weekend against Drew andpectable, and they cut the fmal the latter trio was high for single Poly.
pomt total. Joe ~Ick~rd was hIgh
Stevens,. Joe Pi~kard vaulted into mar;in to nine paints.
.
games and a three game total. His
The line-up:
man for Bard, tossmg In three goals
from t~e floor, and t,,:o .fo~l Shots, to
the varSIty scormg lead. Joe has
Bard also topped the down rIver single game score was 222, K. G. X.
STEVENS (4,1)
totaled 117 points in twelve games quintet last year and the year had the largest team score for a
G.
F . . P. t~tal eIght. markers .. WII?-me Ste~rns
this season to lead his room mate, before. The 19,37 encounter was a single match.
Groome U. .......... . 4
3 11 hIt the strmgs for SIX pomts.
Winnie Stearns by eleven. He has thriller, with Bard finally gaining a
0
Golderi'ck ........... . 1
1
3 Drew won ~he first of the home

In

I

KAP PIN MEN TAKE
FIRST IN LEAGUE

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

:~tu:!e aS~~~f:s:.o~t~~r::~r;f: ~!i:~~ I~!~~~e.de~;~nP~~C:di~~ea;e!~~n~~~

GALLICO WRITES BOOK

~~~~~ ~f"'::::: ". . . . . . ~

g ~ :~~_~~~~o~:~Ie~~r~':tt~~c~~i~~e:h~~

ed one game because ~f a knee in-, the 8.;arlet journey to New Paltz to
--~
Van Geder ... . ....... 1
0
2 were ~orced .to come from behind in
jury, has averaged 9.6 m the eleven i thump the home team in a fast con-I U (~CP~t--;Pa~lft tGatllhlco, poCrtOsluwmr~t Johnson . ... . ......... 0
0
0 the fmal mmutes of a well played
he has played. Pickard and Stearns test" 42-32. Bill Neiman ran wild to . mverSI
0
2 game.
f te y ~ t gl h 0
ne s book out- Dearborn, c. . ........ . 1
are followed by Dave Burnett, Cap- ring up twenty two points for the ~;~ ra lfn~ y, S as t a" e~ tells hov,: Sorenson .......... . . , 3
0
6 The line-up:
tain Ray Filsinger, and Don Wor- Iwinners.
. arewe
0
por s ' .
:
M CTuth Ig .. , ....... 3
0
6
DREW (46)
cester.
Blass, veteran center, was the It feels to be a sports wnter, whIch Is~;el , ~g. .
0
3
3
One of the interesting character- Normal school's big gun in the last he was fo~ fourteen Y,~ars on the
...........
G. F. T.
o 8
is tics of Bard athletics is the fact game wit.h Bard, totaling nine N,ew .York Daily Nev..'so Paul hasTotal
17
7 41 Stanert, If. ............. .. ....... 4
1
9
that most Scarlet teams are made points to lead his team's scorers. n. t gIVen uP. ~ports ,he has merely
. ..... ... ...
Hough, If. ........................ 4
up of boys who have had little or Joe Pickard and Winnie Stearns led gIven up wntmg about them.
(Continued on page 6)
~~:~~ic.":::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ o1 85
no previous varsity experience in the Scarlet offensive, with fourteen
Winch ............................. ... 3
1
7
high or prep school. Take Coach and ten parkers respectively.
T1
Hipensteel ........................ 0
o o
Ackerman's cur r e n t basketball
Bard was originally scheduled to
VV 4
Bagby, 19. ........................ 0
1
1
squad for e~mple.
face New Paltz on the latter's floor;
Eskesen ............................ 0
2
2
Only Pwkard and Worcester however the shift of the game was
LJ
Kohn .................................. 0
o
o
played on varsity quintets in their arranged through the cooperation
1 1~
Backstrom, rg. .............. 2
2
6
high ~chool~ days, Pickard at of the athletic directors of the two
~ __ _
IcamPbell .......................... 0
o
o
Br~Jnxv~lle H~gh., an,d Wor?ester at institutions.
disadvantage of performing on a
Wmter Park H~gh ~n Fl?r~da. BurThis evening's opening contest will FIlSInger
Stearns Test! foreign court.
Total .......................... 19
8
46
nett co~p~ted on ~he W1ll~s~0t." Ac- do much towards settling the question
'
,
Three men who played against the ·
BARD (23)
y
asdem JtmTwrtyars~tdY' But F~ls~nger) of supremacy of basketball among
To Play Last Game
Scarlet last year will be in the visitG. F
T.
te!!rn~,
es ~'. an
?ompany saw the club teams of Dutchess Gounty.
F B d
ing line-up. Skorski, a high scoring Burnett, If.
1
o 2
the~r f~rst vars~ty actwn when they Both the Harlem State Hospital and I
or ar
forwaru who rang-up fifteen points Haberman .. :::::::::::::::::::::: 0
o o
came to Bard.
.
the Catholic Center boast excellent
against Brooklyn Poly, leads this Jakob, rf. ........................ 0
o
o
Short .shots-~he recent vlctory of records, the former holding a recent I Bard WIll bring its 1937-38 bas~et- trio. The others are Schaffner, at Stearns .............................. 3
o 6
the J.umo~ VarsIty over P. B. I. was victory over the Rhinebeck A. C. ball season to a close tomorrow mght center, and Lang, right guard.
Stewart .............................. 1
o 2
the fIrst m a couple of years f?r a The Rhinebeck team proved its when it meets Cooper Union in
Tomorrow's game will bring to a Pickard, c. ........................ 3
2
8
B:;trd reserve tean;t ... The Jumors, right to high rating by halting the I Memorial gymnasium.
close the varsity basketball careers Merscher .......................... 0
o o
WIth Bates, WelSsberger, !l;nd D. Celtics, a team that is made up of
Cooper Union bring an unknown of Captain Ray Filsinger, Eol') Testi, Armstrong ........................ 0
o
o
Potter setting the pace, co~tmue to the former stars of Eastern college quantity to Annandale. Last year and Stearns. To this little group Testi, 19. .......................... 0
o
o
make a runaway ~f ~he mtercass qUintets. Its line-up includes such the New Yorkers defeated the Scar- goes much of the credit .for the suc- Filsinger, rg. .................. 2
1
5
~eague. The class of 39Isyndefeated luminaries as Nash, Columbia's. for- let in an early season encounter by cess of Bard teams durmg the past
m two years of competItIon. And mer All-American, Bender of Long 28-23. The Bardians are anxious to three or four years. Each distinTotal .......................... 10
3
23
pr.ospects . for an upset .appear Island U., and McQuirk of Man-; avenge this setback which was the guished himself in some way; FilReferee-Kenney.
mIghty famt! unless the varSIty can hattan.
first that a Bard or st. Stephens singer, as a tenacious guard and a
a
spare the tIme for a post season
Sid Sivernail, who has handled team has ever taken at the hands of capable leader; Stearns as a hard
HOOKERS WIN TITLE
gam~ ... Stevens Tech defeated the many games here, will referee the Cooper Union.
driving, high scoring forward; and
Hanul~on tea~, that made such. a feature encounter between Bard and
Comparative scores ~ive the visit- Testi, as an untiring guard who
Little Red Hook High School fingood Im~resslOn here, by 39-35 m New Paltz.
ors a slight edge. . Brooklyn Poly could always be depended on when ished its regular .season with easily
an overtIme game l~s~ week . . .
rolled over Bard by 42-30 but barely going got tough.
the best record of any team in the
R. P. I., 8: 29-27 VlC.tlffi of Bard,
COLUMBIA SCORES
managed to eke out a 38-35 decision
The Scarlet junior varsity w11l take immediate viCinity.
wou~d up ItS most disastrous s~aover Cooper Union. However, Bard the floor against Highland High I The charges of Larry Belanger,
son m hlStOry last Saturday, losmg
Columbia basketball forces, after a was not at its best against Poly, School in a preliminary to the vars- 'who defeated Bard's junior Varsity
to Alfred 30-23.. The E~gineers, al- poor .early season, are making an being minus the services of Winnie ity encounter with Cooper Union. twice by identical scores of 23-21,
though the~. dId not Wlll a ga;me, upheavel in the ea~tern intercollegi-I Stearns, the team's second highest, G.unru.·ng. for t,heir second straight won thirtee.,n,. games .i n fifteen starts
dropped deCISIOns by only two pomts at'::) race. The LIOns knocked off scorer, and Don Worcester, a con- triumph, the Jayvee::: wil lalso be out and captured the Northern Dutcheac? to Brooklyn Poly, Stevens, Dartmouth, the league IC:lders, and sistent performer in the pivot posi- .to avenge a.24.-10 .loss i;O. the school- ess High ,s.pp.ool title, going undeUruon, and Coach Ackerman's team. Harvard, the run~lers-up last week. tion. Cooper Union also faces the boys last year.
feated in six league games.
I

•

Scarlet to T.,·nd Up Season
At ome Wl·t h Gooper U.
nlon
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BOOKS BY QUALEY,
SMITH PUBLISHED
I

Continued from page 1)

ent day."
"After a basic appraisal of
'Migration Factors,' Mr. Qualey
follows the first Norwegian immigrants who arrived in 1825,
as they moved westward, traces
the spread of Norwegian frontier
settlement into Wisconsin and
Iowa, analyzes the advance into
Minnesota, and then goes on to
the country of Rolvaag's Giants
in the Earth, South and North
Dakota and beyond. He concludes with chapters on Michigan and on 'Islands' of settlement outside the main sweep of
the advance."
"Notable features of the monograph are its careful maps, based
upon intensive analyses of the
original population schedules of
the United States census. The
author has been indefatigable in
his research, and has explored
not only rich materials in government archives, but also immigrant letters, Norwegian and
Norwegian-American newspapers, lag publications, and many
other kinds of sources."
The publication of his book brings
the author into full possession of the
Ph. D. degree from Columbia University.

Will" series, all the fourteen volumes
that have been published in French,
is the most important foreign language accession aside from President
Butler's gift.
The new books in the natural science are mostly biological, the amazing result of a long pow-wow between Drs. Hirsch and Obreshkove,
from which the latter emerged victorious. Am 0 n g these scientific
books we filld stevens "Garden
Flowers in Colors," House's "Wild
Flowers," McDowall's "Biology and
Mankind," MacCcrdy's "Early Man,"

Iand Hooton's "Apes, Men, and Mar-I laBELLE VERSE IN
ons," of a more general appeal. The
sixteenth and final volume of J. w.
Mellor's "Comprehensive Treatise on
Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry" is one of the most expensive of
the recent books, at the price of $20.
In as much as all these books have
been purchased since the New Year,
it would seem that there can be nc
complaint about the library management of Dr. Hirsch. But as long as
we must read Lewis' hash and Mrs.
Buck's American attempts, we want
our Steinbeck.

POETRY ANTHOLOGY
George S. LaBelle, a Senior, has
been recently honored by having his
poetry included in "C 0 I u m b i a
Poetry" for the second consecutive
year. "Columbia Poetry" is the annual anthology of the verse of
Columbia University graduates. The
1937 volume selected LaBelle's poem
"Svensong," which had previously
been published in the Bard literary
quarterly, THE SKETCH BOOK.

HENCKLER TO PLAY
AT FRESHMAN PROM
FRIDAY, MARCH 11
Plans for the Freshman frolic to
be held March 11, are already underway, ruCJCOrding to the class president. Joel McNair.
Eddy Henckler and his twelve
piece orchestra will furnish the
musi'c which will feature the songs
of Ann Andrews. DanCing will continue from 9 P . M. to 2 A. M.

o

BARD HOLDS BENEFIT
DANCE, CARD PARTY
(Continued from page

1)

numerous experiments. the woodworking shop, John Hallock's printing shop, The Bard Theatre, the
language libraries and class rooms in
Espinwall Hall, the Dining Commons, the Kitchen, th~ central heating plant, student SUItes of rooms,
the Bard Chapel the library and the
Observatory. Donald Barrow, chief
guide, had under his supervision
about fifteen student guides. Tours
left the Visitor's Office every five
minutes.
Especially professional were the
activities of Peter Leavens, Fresh-man camera fan. who startled visitors and dancers by his occasional
nash-bulb pictures, one of Which deserved a three-column cut in a
Poughkeepsie Sunday paper.
Among the faculty who attended
the dance were Dr. and Mrs. Harol
Mestre, Mr. and Mrs. Geo=ge Genzmer, Mr. and Mrs. Carleton C.
Qualey. E. Stewart Williams, Dr.
and Mrs. C. Ray Carpenter, Dr. and
Mrs. Joseph E. Harry, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert M. Knapp, Dr. Phalen, and
John Lydman, '36.
o

STEVENS TE'CH TOPS
BA:RD FIVE 41--26
(Continued from page 5)
Bard (26)

Burnett, If. . .... ... ..
Stearns . . .. . ......... .
Jakob. rf.
Stewart, rf.
Pickard, c. " . . .. .. ..
Testi. 15,
Filsinger, rg . .. . . .. . . .
•

•

0

••

••

.0

•

•

••

0

•

•

•••

••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

••

•

•

•

•

G.
0
3
0
0
6
1
0

Total .. . .. .. .. . . . 10
Referee-Burns.
'

F.

P.

0

0

0
0
0
6
0
0

6
0
0
18
2
0

6

26

o

PRAISE TO THE REALIST
(Continued from page 4)

Against all t his ineffectuality
stands the realist, praise be to him,
who has the facts and evaluates
them. Knowing full well that to
avert the impending tragedy, work
must accompc.ny ideas, he sets out '
to save the day. Of course, if he
were a realist in the extreme sense,
he would immediately liquidate all
peSSimists, pollyannas, and whelps
as saboteurs. That is what We advocate as the first step toward restoring the possibility of rescue.
Even if the realist is allergic to
purges, however, he will organize his
thoughts and proceed with the actual work of saving Bard College.
That is why we say "Praise be to
the realist."
o

DR. HIRSCH NEGLECTS
"OF 'MICE AND MEN"

..!fou'llfind MORE PLEASURE,
ill Chesterfields milder!Jeller taste

(Continued from page 1)

and "Four Ways of Philosophy" by
Edman, the Bard Phi Beta Kappa
speaker of last June, to name only

a few.
Jules Romain's ··Men of Goodj

..,..l".,lMawa . . . . Tc..a;oCo.

